Through this lament for the idea of the "other Germany," written on 9 May 1945, the day of Germany's capitulation, the writer Stefan Andres (1906 Andres ( -1970 identifies himself with his fellow Germans, in particular those "inner emigrant" writers, artists, and journalists who had remained in Nazi Germany but had not collaborated with the regime and had endeavoured, each in their own way, to maintain their artistic and moral integrity. Andres had had to flee Germany in 1937 because of his "half-Jewish" wife and spent thirteen years in "selbstNazi Germany and deprived almost completely of intellectual exchange in the fishing village of Positano on the Gulf of Salerno, he increasingly saw himself as a Jonah-like prophet and devoted several years of his exile to creating the twothousand-page trilogy Die Sintflut (1949, 1951, 1959) , intended to be a comprehensive mythological and allegorical reckoning with the Third Reich.
Following publication of the first two novels -Das Tier aus der Tiefe (1949) and Die Arche (1951) -and before the troublesome third, Der graue Regenbogen (1959) , had even been completed, Andres began to rework his magnum opus with a view to producing a substantially shorter single-volume version. Between 1955 and 1969 , he devoted considerable time to editing copies of the published 1 I am grateful to Dr. Christopher Andres for allowing me access to the Roman version of the and Dorothee Andres's typescript. Thanks are also due to staff at the Deutsches Literaturarchiv for their expert help. Part of the work on this article was made possible by grants from the British Academy and the Arts and Humanities Research Council. novels ("Das Tier aus der Tiefe," "Die Arche," and "Der graue Regenbogen," the Roman versions), a process continued by his widow, Dorothee, in the early 1970s. However, the revised version was finally to see the light of day only in 2007, as part of a new collected works edition (Die Sintflut). 2 Drawing on the Andres Nachlass held in the Deutsches Literaturarchiv in Marbach including the numerous edited manuscripts of the original Sintflut and the extensive correspondence between Andres and the Piper Verlag, on the previously inaccessible "Roman version" of the revised Sintflut, and on material from the Andres Archive in Schweich, this article first examines Andres's status as an "inner emigrant," reviews the genesis and reception of the original trilogy, and summarizes the complex abridgement process. It then suggests possible readings of the (new) Sintflut, evaluating its significance in the context of Andres's writing as a whole.
In the wake of the "great controversy," the postwar debate between Thomas Mann and Walter von Molo and Frank Thiess over the term "innere Emigration" (see Grosser) , and of Mann's blanket rejection of all books published in Germany between 1933 and 1945 ("Ein Geruch von Blut und Schande haftet have adopted a number of distinct approaches to the phenomenon. The first Paetel) -supplemented more recently by a polemical evaluation (Denk) -but also by blanket condemnations (e.g. Schonauer). In the 1970s, an attempt was made to broaden the term "inner emigration": on the one hand, less importance was attributed to perceived political differences between writers, and there was a move towards acceptance of a "gleitende Skala [...] vom aktiven Widerstand to the ambivalent character of certain Christian conservative authors' work that, it was alleged, could be interpreted as being supportive of National Socialthese literary critical approaches as scholars have sought to avoid ideological prejudgment of the literary "inner emigrants" who published work in Nazi Germany and to reevaluate texts written between 1933 and 1945 by examining context and the reception of such literature, most notably with regard to the technique and function of the so-called "verdeckte Schreibweise" (Sternberger 2 References to the original novels of the trilogy appear in italics (Das Tier aus der Tiefe Die Arche Der graue Regenbogen various archives, appear in quotation marks (e.g. "Das Tier aus der Tiefe"). The constituent in quotation marks, while the 2007 edition is referred to throughout as .
This critical reevaluation and differentiation of "inner emigrant" works, which for many years were seen merely as documents of a privatist flight into the historical, metaphysical, and apolitical, provide an insight into the difficult task facing writers of nonconformist literature: the constant balancing act involved in disguising the real import of their work while leaving it sufficiently transparent to be understood by so-called "hellhörige Leser" with their highly developed skill of "reading between the lines." The many nonconformist writers of varied political, ideological, and religious backgrounds who managed to continue publishing in Nazi Germany after 1933, despite seemingly comprehensive restrictive cultural policies, included such figures as Werner Bergengruen, Albrecht Haushofer, Ernst Jünger, Adam Ernst Penzoldt, Dolf Sternberger, Reinhold Schneider, and Ernst Wiechert. In addition to book-length publications, these authors published serialized novels, novellas, stories, anecdotes, parables, poems, and journalistic essays, both in a variety of liberal newspapers tolerated by the Nazis for reasons of prestige abroad, e.g. the Frankfurter Zeitung, Kölnische Zeitung, Deutsche Allgemeine Zeitung, Münchner Neueste Nachrichten, and in prominent conformist newspapers such as the Leipziger Neueste Nachrichten, the Krakauer Zeitung, and the Völkischer Beobachter. Their work also appeared in a range of cultural periodicals such as Neue Rundschau, Deutsche Rundschau, Stimmen der Zeit, and Hochland these works can be categorized as "oppositional literature," but by using varied techniques of camouflage and disguise and by employing literary safeguards, especially historical settings, their authors succeeded in offering the sensitized, educated reader an image of and, implicitly, a critical commentary on events in the present. In contrast to exiled writers' unconcealed public call to opposition, it was the principal concern of "inner emigrants," with their fundamentally humanist and religious world view, to help readers survive the regime with their spirit unbroken and their values intact. The attempt to provide timeless models of human behaviour that were to be contrasted with contemporary conditions in (Ehrke-Rotermund and Rotermund 9), a sign that that "other Germany," the open expression of which was denied by repressive censorship, did still exist. Despite Andres's numerous nonconformist works published in the Third Reich, the label "inner emigrant" is not undisputed. For some his status is clear of "inner emigration" he is either almost completely ignored (e.g. Schnell, Literarische innere Emigration) or receives mere passing reference (Denkler and "christlicher Schriftsteller der äußeren added). A look at his biography for the period will help to clarify the situation.
In the early to mid-1930s, Andres's prose works had acquired him the reputation of being a "Heimatdichter," even though conformist critics detected individualistic tendencies in his work and objected to what they saw as a distinct "Abkehr vom Politischen" (Pongs) . In January 1935, he was dismissed from his post with the Kölner Rundfunk for failing to produce the necessary "rassischen Nachweis" for his wife (Andres, "Jahrgang 1906" 87) . He consequently withdrew with his family to the seclusion of the Riesengebirge and his in-laws' house, where, in a very short period of time, he wrote the novella El Greco malt den Großinquisitor (1936) . Later he moved to Munich, where he worked for a while on the feuilleton of the Münchner Neueste Nachrichten. The decision to leave Germany (which became possible only after he had finally secured an exit visa to travel to Italy in September 1937) was hastened by his increasingly difficult personal and professional situation, by concerns for his wife's safety, news of the expropriation of his parents-in-law, and repeated reports from friends about the horrors of the concentration camps (Braun, Stefan Andres 67) .
Without a regular income, life in the south of Italy was especially hard and, mich packen und verfrachten, wohin man wollte" ("Innere Emigration" 58). This situation was made all the more precarious by the fact that as a result of careless remarks, often made under the influence of alcohol, the writer was repeatedly denounced to the Italian police. Only the leniency of the favourably disposed Nazi General Consul in Naples saved him from arrest. Although he was expelled from the Reichsschrifttumskammer in November 1940, as he was no longer resident in the German Reich, a "Sondergenehmigung" issued by the Propaganda Ministry meant that up until 1943 he was still able to publish in Germany: with Ulrich Riemerschmidt in Berlin, who printed Der Mann von Asteri (1939) , Das Grab des Neides (1940) , and Der gefrorene Dionysos (1942), with List Verlag, which published the Moselländische Novellen (1937), in Deutsche Rundschau, Neue Rundschau, Kölnische Zeitung, the Münchner Neueste Nachrichten, and above all the Frankfurter Zeitung, which serialized his novels, novellas, and stories. The well-known novella Wir sind Utopia first appeared in the latter's feuilleton in February 1942, and although in 1943 it was officially banned following its publication by Riemerschmidt, it continued for a while to be secretly and illegally distributed by the publisher (Nordstrand 249). Andres was also able to publish stories, parables, anecdotes, and articles in the Nazi press (in the Völkischer Beobachter and the Krakauer Zeitung), works that have repeatedly been interpreted as examples of disguised criticism of the regime (Braun, Stefan Andres Rotermund and Ehrke-Rotermund) .
Andres's situation in Italy thus makes any clear-cut literary categorization difficult. On the one hand, he had limited access to other German writers and intellectuals and, for a while, even to such basics as paper. Immediately after the war he also shared the fate of many exiled writers whose return to Germany was delayed by Allied bureaucracy. On the other hand, in contrast to less ambiguous exiles, he received no formal literary ban and for a good while was able to continue publishing with relative freedom in Nazi Germany. Moreover -and most crucially -his work reveals clear similarities with the encoded or historically camouflaged style of writing employed by many "inner emigrants."
Andres's literary reputation is based largely on the classic El Greco und Utopia novellas, which both display the characteristic "inner emigrant" tendency towards inwardness. The novels that make up the very different Sintflut trilogy are, first and foremost, an undisguised (because written "for the drawer") allegorical portrayal of the origins and consequences of totalitarianism in general. However, they also show their author analyzing and debating the concept of "inner emigration" at a time when he was questioning the merits of his own ambiguous "exile." His troubled reentry into postwar German intellectual and literary life and the subsequent sense of being an outsider in Adenauer's Federal Republic, which led eventually to a return to Italy in 1961, contributed to Andres's engagement with the "inner emigration" versus exile debate (see "Innere Emigration"). This enduring concern both sustained and found expression in the repeated and protracted editing of the Sintflut novels.
In view of the work's multifaceted plot and broad constellation of characters, any overview is necessarily partial and selective. The first volume (originally Das Tier aus der Tiefe rise to absolute power in a socially divided and democratically unstable Germany of the "Norm," a messianic social movement and subsequently political party, and of the latter's charismatic and domineering leader, Alois Moosthaler. The main opponents of the "Norm" are also introduced here, in particular the blind goldsmith and humanist, Emil Clemens, along with the uncertain theology student and implacable enemy of the "Norm," Lorenz Gutmann. By the start of the second volume, Die Arche (1951), Germany and almost the whole of Europe have been subjected to the dictatorship of the authoritarian regime. The narrative focus here shifts, however, to the oppositional forces surrounding Emil and Lorenz, who either exercise inner resistance, emigrate, or resort to violent measures to try to overthrow the dictatorship. However, humanist and Christian forces can only look on from afar as their country is embroiled in a (world) war. By the third volume, Der graue Regenbogen (1959) , Germany has been defeated and in place of the "Norm" the victorious Allies have established a "Pro-Regierung." Opponents of the "Norm" return from exile and witness the rehabilitation of leaders and supporters of the totalitarian regime. Bitterly disappointed by such developments and disillusioned with the inwardly divided new government, Emil and Lorenz feel ill at ease in this restorative postwar society and resolve to emigrate once more.
From the very start, Die Sintflut was conceived as an allegorical composition, a fictional parallel to contemporary historical events. The idea of a literary reworking of the myth of the Flood appears to have derived from an opera design. In 1937 Andres and the composer Wilhelm Maler, with whom Andres had worked previously on the oratorium Der ewige Strom (1935) Nothing came of the putative opera "Die Sintflut," and in the course of the next two years the idea for a much more substantial work of prose fiction based on the biblical myth developed in the author's mind.
The first clear plans for the novels can be traced back to the autumn of 1939 when Andres began to view his refuge in Positano as an "ark" in the midst of the chaos and the threat posed by a continent at war (Dorothee Andres, "Lebenserinnerungen" 13-14). A handwritten note in the edited first volume indicates that Andres then began writing his ambitious project the following year in Positano and for a while in Rome ("Das Tier aus der Tiefe," Roman version 4). Within the year he completed a first full draft of a novel ("Die Propheten") that was seen as part one of a planned tetralogy. This manuscript covers roughly the first half of the Das Tier aus der Tiefe, published by Piper in 1949, while the manuscript of part two ("Das Tier") includes the remaining chapters of the 1949 publication. The other volumes of the tetralogy were originally entitled "Arche the tetralogy, was written between 1942-1944 in Positano and the third by early 1945. The intensive nature of work on the novels can be seen in the number of "Sintflut" manuscripts revised between 1941 and 1945 and subsequently between 1947 and 1949: in the Deutsches Literaturarchiv there are six versions of the first volume alone, and the entire "Sintflut" holdings run to sixteen boxes (see "Konvolut: Die Sintflut").
Owing to the family's precarious situation, Andres and his wife had to be careful, especially in the early 1940s, to protect the voluminous and highly explosive manuscript. Out of fear that their house might be searched, they regularly took the small, school-size exercise books in which the first two volumes had all been written by hand, along with Dorothee Andres's typed copy, to a nearby Swiss sculptress for safekeeping (Dorothee Andres, "Lebenserinnerungen" 87). After the war, Andres tried in vain to find a publisher for the work, first in New York (Gottfried Bermann Fischer), then in Zürich (Scientia), and finally in Stockholm (Bermann-Fischer). Only in 1948 did he agree on a contract with Piper in Munich, and, on the publisher's advice, the existing three volumes were reduced to two. While Klaus Piper was keen for the novels to appear in quick succession, Andres encountered great difficulties in developing his ideas for the final volume. By 1956 he had still completed only the "Vorspiel" and the first three chapters (Letter to Herr Flink).
The delay is attributable to Andres's growing disappointment with social and political developments in 1950s Germany. Despite initial optimism for a new beginning after National Socialism, he soon became concerned about the role of allied collective-guilt theories and the denazification process ("Deutsch-BRD to deal adequately with the Nazi past, to avoid restorative tendencies in Sperrzonen), and to curb creeping commercialization, all gradually disillusioned him, prompting the following retrospective view of the Germany encountered in 1948, with its indictment of the new state: "Es gefiel mir bedeutend besser als das ihm vorangegangene Deutschland, aber auch besser als das ihm folgende" ("Jahrgang 1906"). Such sentiments were also partly motivated by the fact that, despite his public profile as a bestselling author, he was marginalized by literary developments in the BRD, being viewed with suspicion by some members of the Gruppe 47 (see below). These developments led to a problematic relationship with postwar West Germany, which had a profound effect not only on the progress of the third volume but also on its literary quality.
Although the published "Sintflut" novels attracted a few positive reviews, they were, on the whole, negatively received by critics (for an overview, see Sintflut 903-04). There was particular criticism from conservative religious Das Tier aus der Tiefe was taken to task for its lengthy philosophical digressions (Meyer) and its intrusive political content (Joostes). In Die Arche, critics objected to the lengthy discussions (Holm) and the focus on a small, privileged group of intellectuals (Silens) . Finally, Der graue Regenbogen was criticized on similar grounds, but particular attention was drawn to what was seen as the novel's escapist ending and its apparent proposal of flight to a rural idyll as a legitimate response to social and political restoration (Bongs) . There was also in the reviews a certain lingering resentment towards exiled writers in the wake of the "great controversy," with Andres being accused of having underplayed in his work the climate of fear under National Socialism (Thierfelder).
The tone of this critical reception was in keeping with former inner emigrants' general wariness of literary-political views expressed from abroad. It also reflected postwar developments surrounding the establishment of the Gruppe 47 by the so-called "junge Generation" of writers, with their aspiration to make a radical new start after the horrors of the recent past. Eschewing the label "Dichtung" and all connotations of guardianship of traditional literary values in favour of a "Literatur" that reflected the immediate everyday concerns of a harsh postwar reality, writers such as Andersch, Böll, Borchert, and Schnurre were able to appeal to a young audience that recognized its own experiences in the stark realist narratives of the time with their compact form and conscious avoidance of "literary" style. Aspiring to a literary "Nullpunkt" arising from a thoroughgoing "Kahlschlag" (Weyrauch) , the "new" generation of writers along with critics such as Hans Werner Richter could not but be suspicious of Andres's, or for that matter Thomas Mann's (Doktor Faustus), metaphysical diagnosis of the Nazi past, his conventional narrative structures and distinctly "literary" language.
In the light of critics' reaction and encouraged by Piper, Andres began in 1955 to make handwritten cuts in a copy of Das Tier aus der Tiefe ("Das Tier aus der Tiefe"). Following the first editing phase up to 1957, the project faltered, and only in 1964, after the move to Rome and completion of the novel Der Mann im Fisch (1963) , did he return to detailed work on all three volumes. The stimulus for this was Piper's plan to publish a one-volume edition of the work in 1966 for the author's sixtieth birthday. However, this was postponed in February 1965 as the publishers decided to give precedence to a collected edition of Die italienischen Romane (1965) . The "Sintflut" project was subsequently delayed until 1969, to coincide with the twentieth anniversary of the publication of the original first volume. In preparation for this, Andres spent the winter of 1968-1969 reworking all three volumes once again, especially the third, but disappointment was to follow when the plans were dropped by the publisher owing to the editors' concerns about the work's lack of contemporaneity (Rössner) .
Following the writer's death in June 1970, Dorothee Andres embraced the cause, making further cuts to the text and preparing a complete typescript of the edited work. Piper was persuaded to consider publishing the work in 1976 (for the author's seventieth birthday or the sixth anniversary of his death), but this time in partnership with a book club. Once again, however, marketing reports suggested the book had little chance of commercial success, and the project was Feedback from the Bertelsmann Lesering, which had been interested in copublishing the shortened "Sintflut," provides an insight into publishers'concerns.
Letter to Klaus Piper) and that the work's historical background would not be well received by contemporary readers. Most tellingly, their formal report states: überspannt, die psychologischen Motivationen werden immer weniger glaubwürdig" (Leonhardt, Evaluation 2). Significantly, the removal of the legends is seen as problematic, detracting from the overall artistic concept, although the length of the thousand-page manuscript is also an issue.
The decision to establish a definitive version of the shortened trilogy (an "Edition letzter Hand") for the new edition of Andres's works has involved a complex process of checking Dorothee Andres's typescript with the author's own various edited versions of the novels. Research in the Deutsches Literaturarchiv and in the Archive of the Stefan-Andres-Gesellschaft in Schweich/Mosel revealed the existence of three edited versions of the first volume, one version of the second volume, and three of the final volume (see Sintflut 907-11). The various cuts, additions and amendments made to the texts over the years have resulted in a version that constitutes just 39% of the original two-thousand pages. The changes were motivated in part by the negative reviews but also guided by the advice of the Piper editors and Piper himself, who warned Andres that his narrative was weighed down by extensive philosophical, theological, and political exchanges, the "Gefahr von Monologen des Autors hinter den Dialogen seiner Figuren" (Piper) .
Sintflut 15-383) can be grouped under the following headings: details on the organization and philosophy of the reduces considerably the space devoted to the pronouncements of the so-called "Normprophet," Olch, and the rather forced description of Nietzsche's influence on him. A distinct weakness in the work's allegorical approach was the tendency to draw too close a parallel with figures, groupings, and events in contemporary of the "Norm," its ranks, organizational structure, and system of spies. In an effort to generalize references to the totalitarian state and thus to enhance the universality and wider relevance of the text, Andres also removes too obvious parallels with political reality, restricting Omega's thoughts on the socio-political background of the "Norm" (failure of Marxism, disillusionment of the Left), removing "sozialistisch" from the name "Normsozialistische Kameradschaft," and omitting references to the lightning symbol of the "Norm." Indeed, in the first edition the party was called "die Normsozialistische Deutsche Partei (NSDP)" ("Das Tier"). With regard to religion, the new version makes less explicit the parallels between Moosthaler and Christ, cutting such utterances as "Wer nicht mit mir ist, ist wider mich" ("Das Tier aus der Tiefe" Roman version 643). It also removes a number of the more clumsy implied comparisons between the "Norm" subplots and character background. Besides there being less space devoted to the description and discussion of certain characters' publications, the omission of the Noah legends means considerably less attention is paid to their creation and to Emil's "Archendasein." As a result, the novel's mythical framework becomes more subtle and is not forced on the reader to the same extent.
Cuts to the second volume (cf. "Die Arche," Sintflut 387-715) include: charnovel, a sign of Andres's acknowledging that the frequent extended character portrayals and verbal exchanges made the original text unwieldy and contributed to its slow pace. As far as more general descriptions are concerned, the author was also aware of the need to scale down his depiction of nature and locations, especially cities. Prominent examples are the more succinct portraits of Berlin, Rome, Lugano, the "Norm" headquarters, and the removal of an extended depiction of militaristic celebrations on the "Tag der Marschkolonnen." Elements of plot have been restricted, with several subplots being omitted entirely. In the original version, Andres allowed the characters of the second volume to indulge in lengthy abstract discussions, especially on theological matters. While a number of such passages continue to mar the revised text, they have been radically pruned, in particular Lorenz's brooding on the "Organisation des
Christentums" and his talk on this subject ("Die Arche," Roman version 515-20), the lengthy extracts from Helen Brett's novel on Mary Magdalene, and various excursions into cultural history and the history of Rome (299-303). Finally, too obvious political parallels with German history are again reduced: for example, discussions about the Allies' treatment of Germany at the end of World War I songs, and drums in a portrayal of the "Norm" and its celebrations reminiscent of the regime such as its racial policies. These cuts confirm Andres's awareness of the danger of allegory becoming transparent historical parallel. The editing of Der graue Regenbogen in the 1960s into the closing part of Die Sintflut (717-875) proved to be the most radical of all three volumes, as the author cut almost 70% of the original text and provided a completely new ending. In contrast to the earlier novels, whole sections of volume three were rewritten and twenty-three pages of new text added, much of this itself being reworked during the editing process ("Der graue Regenbogen," Roman version 350a-350f, 374 II, 377 I, 426a-426i, 481-485). The major changes involve: cuts down the landscape and urban descriptions, minor characters, information on other characters' origins and personality, and plot details such as the rather sensationalist use of chemical weapons by the Allies to defeat the "Norm." As far as criticism of the Catholic Church is concerned, the new version still makes clear the author's condemnation of the church for its failure to stand up to totalitarian excesses, but there are also several instances of where he has further watered down his criticisms. Most notable is the complete omission of a scene (Chapter 11 in the original) in which the church is taken to task for its casuistry and hypocrisy in relation to the marriage of non-Catholics. The revised edition also reduces the number of references to and parallels with the political situation in Germany after the war, doubtless once more with a view to enhancing the work's wider applicability. Allusions to restorative developments in the BRD are less obvious, and Dratthausen (originally a character based on Adenauer) becomes little more than a minor figure. The ending of the novel exhibits the greatest changes compared to the original. In the latter, Lorenz and friends decide to withdraw from society and set up a small community devoted to a life of rural self-sufficiency. In the radically revised version, Lorenz is angered by the continuing influence of the "Norm" and the general sense of restoration of past structures. His response this time is less quietist and escapist, involving the decision to fight these developments through the power of the written word. It remains questionable whether this represents an adequate response to events and whether the new ending is not something of an anticlimax.
A further significant casualty of the editing process were the fifteen Noah legends. These texts, which constituted about 8% of the original work, were based on the biblical story of Noah, his withdrawal to the ark, the deluge visited on the world as punishment for its violence and immorality, and the rainbow that served as a sign of the union between God and the survivors of the Flood (Genesis 6-9). Andres expanded the tale of Noah considerably, creating a story within a story, later published as an independent text in 1966 under the title Noah und seine Kinder. The Noah of the Bible here becomes a well rounded character and the legends depict his fight against dictatorship in four city states and his repeated flight from terror and persecution to three different arks. The legends form an important element of the mythological structure of the original trilogy and are interwoven with contemporary events in such a way as to juxtapose the two narrative strands so that they ironically reflect and serve as a commentary on each other. As Andres had noted in 1944 shortly after writing them: "Diese Legenden sind im Ganzen des Romans wie Gemmen eingestreut, genau an der Stelle, wo sie besinnliche farbige Teiche bilden sollen, darin sich die Gestalten und Geschehnisse der modernen Handlung spiegeln, im alten Wasser des Mythos" (Letter to Jakob Picard). In view of all this, the decision to remove the legends was a momentous one. It was one Andres himself had fiercely resisted, despite attempts by the publisher's editors to persuade him otherwise. It was only after his death that Dorothee Andres finally omitted them as she sought to reduce the revised manuscript still further (Dorothee Andres, Letter to Klaus Piper). It cannot be denied they are a significant loss, but the mythical frame of reference remains, since Emil is still depicted as the author of this flight into myth, motivated by the need to contextualize and interpret the grim events of the fictional present.
In summary, the many changes made to the work in the course of the editing process indicate the influence of the more reflective mature writer of the 1960s. The weaknesses he sought to address in the original novels resulted from the circumstances under which he had created the greater part of the trilogy: the absence of literary contacts during his Italian exile meant he was unable to expose his writing to the sort of objective critical examination he sought for all his subsequent work.
Sintflut aus dem Gesamtwerk heraus" (Braun, Stefan Andres 110) . Michael Braun's graphic image is an appropriate one since the trilogy was created on such a fictional scale that it overshadows anything else Andres ever wrote and, for all its flaws, is one of the more significant works of literature produced during the Third Reich. It can be read on a number of different levels, including the political, mythological, autobiographical, and religious. It provides a contribution to the debate on "inner emigration," explores humanist and religious responses to totalitarianism, including a critical look at the role of the Catholic Church under Nazism, establishes a bold mythological interpretative framework, and offers a critique of the danger of the modern state and of developments in postwar Germany. These are recurrent themes in Andres's writing and are best understood against the background of his work as a whole.
The Sintflut addresses the question of the appropriate response to totalitarian rule, the burning issue in an era of dictatorships across Europe. The working through of this theme also reflects, however, the author's attempt to come to terms with his own situation and his response to events in Nazi Germany. The various fictional debates, particularly the exchanges between Emil and his revolutionary brother, Gabriel, and between Emil and Lorenz, reveal the depth of Andres's abiding feelings of helplessness, uncertainty, and guilt about his chosen role and refuge. Like his narrative "Urheber" ("Ich versuche die Welt zu verstehen und -schaffe Gestalten," Sintflut and "Die Arche" to examine how tenable this outsider role is through the various characters' arguments about the legitimacy of "inner emigration" versus exile or violent resistance.
officer turned pacifist, Emil Clemens. Having written a political pamphlet on the shortcomings of German democracy and militarism that proved fruitless and served only to antagonize former colleagues and friends, Emil decides to seek exile abroad and await the ebb of the totalitarian flood. He views his renovated Italian fortress as a modern ark and lends expression to his private protest in a series of legends based on the Flood. Despite losing his religious faith and experiencing moments of deep despair that almost drive him to commit suicide, he holds firm to the belief that he is one of the chosen few who must survive the totalitarian deluge in order to pass on the untainted seed of human dignity to the world that follows the rule of the "Norm": "Ich will dem Geiste nach überstehen" (Sintflut 378).
A more interventionist approach is represented in Emil's brother, Gabriel, the communist activist who seeks to bring down the German and Italian regimes through violence. Although a less prominent figure, Gabriel fulfils the role of questioning Emil's passivity, arguing that the assassinations he is responsible for may not suddenly defeat the "Norm" but that they serve to affect people psychologically, encouraging imitators and weakening the resolve of the regime . Emil rejects what he considers his brother's irresponsible idealism and the inevitable murder of innocent people that it entails. The question of whether violent resistance can ever be seen as legitimate runs throughout Andres's work, from the portrayal of Paco's inner dilemma in Wir sind Utopia over the permissibility of killing in order to save his fellow prisoners from execution, through the speech "Der 20. Juli: Tat und Testament" (1966) , which commends the exemplary motivation and courage of Hitler's would-be assassins, to the posthumous Die Versuchung des Synesios (1971) , where violence as a response to state terror and oppression is seen not only as legitimate but as a moral imperative. In "Der graue Regenbogen," however, Gabriel renounces violence and commits suicide in order to break the "Kette des Bösen" and seek "den lebendigen Anfang im verwesenden Ende" (742).
Yet while violence is ultimately rejected, Emil's stance is also seriously questioned. Lorenz is a passionate idealist who feels the need to seek truth through involvement in the world. Events force him to dirty his hands in the business of compromise, to kidnap, blackmail, and even, inadvertently, murder. However, this illegitimate child of "Norm" Defence Minister Schmitz denies his natural father when the ties of blood contradict a higher spiritual authority. His decision to devote himself to the care of a young drug addict represents a rejection of the protective, sterile isolation of the seminary in favour of life in the community with all its dangers, uncertainties, and challenges.
Lorenz's attempt to reconcile spiritual integrity with social and political engagement is a clear reflection of the author's own development, and it is no coincidence that in the course of the trilogy there is a marked shift of focus from Emil to Lorenz. The former's pragmatic intellectual and physical flight to the "ark" inures him to feelings of guilt and causes him to place personal security above moral convictions. By contrast, Lorenz is plagued by doubt and guilt zu haben [...] bin ich vielleicht [...] ein mit christlich-humanistischen Idealen getarnter Feigling?" (619). Set against Lorenz's passionate search for truth and justice, Emil's stance begins to appear more and more like an abdication of personal responsibility.
The depiction of Lorenz's religious standpoint also sheds light on Andres's (distinctly heterodox) interpretation of Christian thought and teaching. His theology proceeds from the fundamental notion of the Fall and the associated freedom of man. The inviolable nature of this freedom entails a rejection of miracles and divine intervention. Instead each individual is "die Vorsehung der andern" ("Daran glaube ich" 46). The inevitable consequences of original sin and human freedom are moral wrongdoing and guilt, which is why the idea of any form of earthly utopia is rejected. However, individual existence is a constant development towards perfection. Life must consequently be lived in the "here and now" with all its shortcomings ("Hier und Jetzt" 153), since it is only through this earthly imperfection that man comes to know God and becomes God's own Wir sind Utopia [2006] 38). These beliefs, in particular the notion of mutual responsibility and of active engagement in social and political processes, underpin Lorenz's views: "[In] uns beginnt die Vorsehung, jawohl [...] , in uns, von uns strahlt sie in die Geschichte" (Sintflut 422).
In addition to an anti-eschatological stance and a near-pantheistic conception of salvation, Andres's Christian humanism is defined by an essentially anthropocentric approach, an important element of which is the emphasis on the human nature of Christ: "Das ist [...] der Christus, den ich brauche: Nicht der ("Brief an P. E. 19.02.1940" 149) . He thus rejects the divinity of Christ but insists Influenced by the French philosopher Ernest Renan's (1823-1892) controversial La vie de Jésus (1863), he rejects any attempt to view Christ as a distant deity. This is precisely what underpins Lorenz's impatient struggle for religious certainty and his attempt to realize a practical, this-worldly Christianity. For him, Christ's life is "diese Aufforderung zum eigentlichen Humanismus" (Sintflut 647), a model for life. Rather than lose oneself in utopian dreams or escape to ivory towers (or seminaries), one should engage with the world and seek to change it. The recurrent motif of the crucifix, Lorenz's "Koordinatensystem" (588), serves as a symbol of active love of one's fellow man, of involvement in the historical process. This is presented as Lorenz's own "ark" and is contrasted both with Gabriel's contemptuous violent resistance and Emil's passive, in part selfish opposition.
The Catholic Church also plays an important role in Lorenz's inner development. In the course of "Die Arche" the former would-be priest comes to realize that life within the church is too restrictive, too detached from the world. In contrast to the active engagement for others that he craves, the Christianity of the church strikes him as having no real interest in effecting fundamental human change in the spirit of Christ's teaching. He sees the church as having abandoned its true mission and issues a fierce attack on its failings: "Die Zeugen der Auferstehung sind selten geworden, und was bekommen wir zu sehen: Gerichtsvollzieher Gottes, Heilsorganisatoren, kirchliche Sittlichkeitspolizei, Sintflut 184). Andres's view of the church as an organization lacks some of this hyperbole but is equally damning: "Christentum und Kirche sind zwei Kreise, die sich nie gedeckt haben und auch nicht ganz decken of the church in the Third Reich and its call to the faithful to be loyal to the state and to fulfil their duties as a citizen.
In the three novels, the church is attacked for the way it allows the state to assume the function of an alternative religion in this "Epoche der politischen Theologen" (Sintflut 18). The author draws parallels between, on the one hand, the "Normer," his political beliefs, the "Norm" and its events, and, on the other hand, the life and teachings of Christ, the church, its ceremonies and traditions. Thus Olch is styled as the prophet of the movement, Moosthaler's arrival is labelled the "Epiphanie des Normers" (151), while his followers are apostles who reveal a "Katakombeneifer" (293). Moosthaler repeatedly appropriates the words of Christ, and his illness and subsequent recovery are described as "die Leiden und die Auferstehung des Normers" (346). Catholic Christianity is seen as providing the dictator with a well-established framework on which to develop his alternative authoritarian doctrine. As a renegade priest and theologian, Moosthaler is skilled at exploiting the spiritual vacuum created by social and economic crisis and the church's failings. For his followers, the "Norm" is thus the "neue Katholizismus" (177). And in an ironic reflection on the signing of the infamous concordat with the Nazi regime in 1933, the church supports or at least tolerates the dictator, provided the latter does not impinge on its own rights and interests.
Central to Andres's work is the adaptation of ancient myths that serve to broaden the temporal and interpretative framework and to emphasize the timeless human condition. He was especially attracted to the classical world of ancient Greece, since it gave preeminence to man at the centre of existence and affirmed sensual enjoyment and the physical world in general, but his work is also deeply imbued with the mythology of the Bible. Die Sintflut is a good example of his appropriation of myth. By means of various motifs, titles, and epigraphs, he links the mythical flood with the deluge of terror and violence that is unleashed when the "Norm" secures power and that forces opponents and victims alike to withdraw to the security of the "ark," i.e. refuge abroad. The rainbow in the title of the third novel was intended to refer to the hoped-for postdiluvian moral and spiritual rebirth. Its grayness reflects the author's view of postwar Germany and the belief that the rebirth was flawed and insubstantial.
The flood metaphor is prefigured in the first pages of Die Sintflut. The catastrophic cascade of water that deluges the impoverished Italian fishing village presages the metaphorical flood about to be visited on the world in the shape of the "Norm." The fast-flowing water in the hills has always represented a threat to the community and indeed has struck them once before, yet the careless citizens of the village neglect the walls of the cistern and ignore the dangerous state of the terraces. In the same way, people receive plenty of warnings about the nature of the would-be dictatorship of the "Norm" and yet do little to try to avert the gathering political "storm" (see Erschens, .
Another prominent image is the seed or grain of wheat ("Samenkorn," "Weizenkorn") that plays an important role in Andres's Christian humanist faith. In a letter to theologian and friend Pierre Elcheroth he writes about spiritual death as a precursor of rebirth and renewal: "Diese Zerstörung Gottes ist also höchstes
In Die Sintflut this symbol is central to Emil's response to totalitarianism, to his vom Samenkorn" (152). Influenced by New Testament thought, ancient fertility rites, and Demeter and Kore, the goddesses of creativity and fruitfulness, Emil believes he and like-minded individuals have to accept the physical and spiritual destruction of the country and do what they can to survive with their own spirit and values intact: only the end can bring forth a new beginning.
The mythological foundation of Die Sintflut is closely linked to the chosen "Urheber" clearly distinguish his material from an historical novel, claiming "das allzunahe Zeitgeschehen kann nur mit dem Kunstmittel der Analogie auf die Ebene der leidenschaftslosen Betrachtung erhoben werden" (18). While Andres's purpose was never to write a roman à clef of Nazi Germany, it remains the case that, despite numerous revisions to and cuts from the first edition of the trilogy, the reader of the new version is still confronted by the historical proximity of imagined and real totalitarian worlds. Thus, one finds thinly veiled parallels involving general groupings such as "Genormte" (Nazis), "Japhetiten" Rosenberg), Omega (Goebbels), Zeisig (Heydrich/Himmler), and Schmitz (Göring). These at times obtrusive parallels detract from the work's validity, undermining the author's analogical approach (cf. Mann's Doktor Faustus). In addition to his keen interest in the humanist world of ancient Greece and his commitment to a "this-worldly" Christianity, a vital element of Andres's Christian humanism is the rejection of everything that limits the freedom of individuals or degrades them. He argues that the principal threat to mankind lies in the dehumanizing political ideologies of the modern world that elevate the state to the status of a god and inevitably reduce the citizen to an uncritical, mindless mass commodity. And the loosening of religious ties in the modern world is one of the reasons for man succumbing to the rationalist state with its amoral use of technology and to the lures of consumer society. These twins of the modern age are considered the cause of the seemingly unavoidable "Verstaatlichung" of question every decision taken in its name by the state, and under the latter Andres includes not just the state as a manifestation of communism or fascism but also the bureaucratic democratic state system within which people all too readily surrender their individual human rights and which encroaches ever further on the sphere of personal existence .
This theme of the danger of the "demonic" modern state lies at the heart of Die Sintflut. In their all-too-ready surrender to the "strong man" and their desire for someone to take responsibility from them, to address the dire social and economic situation, and to restore national pride, the German people reveal a moral and intellectual vacuum that proves ripe for exploitation by Moosthaler, demonstrates the mechanics of the seizure of power, it is in "Die Arche" that one finds an analysis of the pernicious role of the (totalitarian) state.
Lorenz's talk on "Gemeinschaft als Organismus und Gemeinschaft als Organisation" illuminates Andres's views on the modern state. The modern state is neither an organic whole nor a moral organism, but "eine Schutz-und Trutzgemeinschaft, der nichts anderes obliege, als den Einzelnen gegenüber allen, und alle gegenüber dem Einzelnen zu verteidigen" (654). It is a necessary evil but its power needs to be held in check if it is not to harm the individual. The "Gesellschaft als Organismus," on the other hand, is an apolitical, almost anarchic community characterized by "philosophisch[e] und religiös[e] Ideenbündniss[e]" (654), free from purely secular legislation and the dogma of ecclesiastical pronouncements. These vague ideas are reflected, first, in Andres's können, heute den Sozialismus in unserem Herzen und Wollen tragen, das ist, 24), by which he understands the rigorous implementation of Christian social third, in his brief flirtation with a restoration of the Bavarian monarchy after the Second World War (Erschens, . Above all, any such community had to ensure human freedom and protect the individual from the power of the state.
Just as prominent as this criticism of the modern state is the condemnation of the modern "Bürger" -"der Bürger, der als Richter, Geistlicher, Professor, Produzent, als Offizier in dieser Gangsterbande das Heil der Welt erblickte" (Sintflut 712). In several works Andres criticizes the bourgeois mindset for sacrificing personal freedom on the altar of reason, for subjecting human relations to materialist priorities and for becoming addicted to the "Gewissensnarkotikum Pflicht" (Die Hochzeit der Feinde 304). The typical defence for blindly following the dictates of the state and swearing it absolute obedience -namely that one was tendency to exculpate oneself in this way, by passing on responsibility to a higher level, is considered a typically German and deeply flawed ethical stance. This exaggerated principle of duty makes it easy for the (totalitarian) state to harness and exploit the "Bürger" for its own purposes (see "An Freund und Feind").
Commitment to active engagement with the world dominates "Der graue Regenbogen," the third volume of Die Sintflut. The troubled genesis of the original novel can be best understood against the background of Andres's difficult relationship with postwar German society. Often mistaken for a politically conservative writer, owing to his "inner emigration" credentials and his distance from the liberal left mainstream of contemporary writers, Andres did, as suggested which he denoted less an economic and political philosophy than the teaching of the Sermon on the Mount. A good deal of his postwar essayistic work reflects this radical Christianity and displays a keen awareness of the writer's moral duty and social responsibility. He considers it a given for the writer to break out from his ivory tower and critically monitor social, economic, and political developments ("Der Dichter in dieser Zeit"). The writer's almost missionary and salvific role is: "nicht nur 'schöne Werke' hervorzubringen, sondern auch Zeugnis abzulegen Staat" 53).
In the course of the 1950s he became an especially sharp critic of Adenauer's Germany. He thought the gradual rise of career politicians, the Federal Chancellor being the prime example, had cheapened political and intellectual life, and he believed that public morals and spiritual values would be better safeguarded by the involvement in political life of writers and scholars such as Theodor Heuss or Carlo Schmid. He further attacked the country's "Ostpolitik," the lukewarm approach to reunification, and the whole policy of "Westintegration" (see "Die Kunst des Möglichen"). He had harsh words for the new state's "Kulturpolitik" ("Von der Würde des Schriftstellers"), in particular the effect of the Federal Republic's tax laws on writers, and the government's continuing failure to consult with writers on cultural matters, which he considered a symptom of the perceived anti-intellectualism of Adenauer's Germany. Furthermore, he became closely involved in a wide range of social and political debates, including free speech ("Über das Schmutz-und Schundgesetz") and rapprochement with Israel by way of the "Friede mit Israel" movement ("Es gibt Untaten"). His most passionate see also Erschens, "Stefan Andres und die Anti-Atom-Bewegung"). An active member of the Bonn branch of the "Kampf dem Atomtod" organization, he sat on the editorial board of the magazine atomzeitalter until 1966, helping to organize demonstrations and poster campaigns against West Germany's defence and foreign policy, especially the stationing of American nuclear weapons on German soil.
These highly critical views of the "new Germany" were germane to the difficulties encountered in completing Der graue Regenbogen in the 1950s. Originally intended to provide a positive message of a new beginning symbolized by the powerful "Weizenkorn" image (which the Piper editors were keen for Andres to adopt as a title), the novel, as the final title indicates, reflects how the hope of the initial return to Germany dissipates in the face of events. Lorenz does indeed at first return from abroad full of optimism, convinced the "flood" has purged the country of evil and preserved the best of the past. He resolves to oppose all remnants of the "Norm" mentality by putting his Christian humanist faith to the test. However, the sense of expectation rapidly fades when confronted by the values and attitudes engendered by the burgeoning economic miracle. The elusive symbolic rainbow seen during his return flight from America represents the longed for new beginning that fails to materialize. As shady figures from the past once again assume public office, the resurgent values of the "Norm" threaten to drown the nascent democracy and there is a general reluctance to learn from the past. As Andres characterized his developing novel: als es erwartet wurde. Das Ende der Norm stellt nicht zugleich das Ende einer Ideologie dar, und dadurch ist auch der [...] erwartete neue Anfang nicht Anfang." ("Blick in die Werkstatt")
The uncertain attempt by Lorenz and Emil at the end of "Der graue Regenbogen" to emigrate and maintain a degree of moral and intellectual distance from the world is partly autobiographical. The author's return to Italy in 1961 can be seen, at least in part, as a direct consequence of social, political and intellectual developments in Adenauer's Germany.
Die Sintflut stands out in the narrative landscape of the postwar period in a way that prompted critics to compare its author with the likes of such epic writers as Dickens, Tolstoy, and Homer (see Hoffmann). Andres's response to the largely negative critical reception of the original work was to undertake a radical shortening and reshaping of his material. The edited version is a more accessible text, its characterization and handling of plot remain as accomplished as before, and, the exclusion of the well-crafted Noah legends notwithstanding, it represents a partial refinement of the basic mythological and allegorical framework.
The "new" Sintflut also reveals, however, continuing weaknesses of form and content. Despite extensive cuts, the work remains unwieldy and the author's prolixity has not always been reined in sufficiently. The text contains several Latin phrases, quotations, or sayings that, though now fewer in number, affect its readability. Many characters are atypical, enjoying privileged positions within the regime or easy access to leading political figures, which stretches to the limit the willing suspension of disbelief. The author also seems reluctant to address directly or explicitly the horrors of the Holocaust. With the exception of the individual fates of Max Gutmann and Ignaz Natters, terror and mass murder play little part in the work. More crucially, claims to representativeness are still undermined by a network of parallels and allegorical correspondences that are frequently too close to historical reality. Furthermore, the many pathological images and metaphors that characterize the first two parts of the trilogy, in particular, point to an author who shares with other "inner emigrant" writers a conception of totalitarianism as a purificatory illness visited on mankind by irresistible natural or supernatural forces (see . The one-sided nature of the resultant mythical-religious analysis of totalitarianism and resistance undermines pretensions to wider applicability.
Beyond this, the new edition provides an insight into the self-criticism exercised by Andres in the course of the protracted editorial process, into the motivation behind the various cuts, reformulations, and new emphases. Its appearance reaffirms a resurgent interest in the works of the literary "inner emigration," which only in recent years have begun to be subjected to a more contextualized and differentiated analysis. The third volume, in particular, conveys the disappointment of a writer driven into renewed exile by restorative tendencies in the BRD and reflects the more general fate of the "inner emigrant" who found it difficult to resettle in the "postdiluvian" world. This is summed up by a quotation from Emil Clemens's legends, lent particular prominence in the new edition by being chosen as an epigraph for the whole work: "Es ist schwer, aus einem Ende zu stammen, und doch Anfang zu sein" (Der graue Regenbogen Sintflut 14). While Andres worked tirelessly at the mammoth task of editing the three novels, he remained, defender of the ideals of the "other Germany" that he saw embodied in the "men of the twentieth of July" ("Der 20. Juli" 19). Die Sintflut remains, in this sense, an important document of its times, but it also provides a fascinating window on the soul of an impassioned, committed, but ultimately frustrated writer who, in later years, inevitably came to be seen as something of an anachronism, out of step with literary developments in postwar Germany.
